
Grove Road Primary School
Year 2‘s Spring Term 1 Newsletter

Welcome to Year 2.  Here is some information about what we will be learning about this half term.
Teachers: Miss Pollard, Miss Ludlow, Mrs Smart

TAs: Miss Watson, Mrs Keen, Mrs Caswell, Mrs Tunley, Miss Brown, Mrs Anderson

1st half of Spring Term

Geography Rainforest In Geography we will explore the key physical features of the
Rainforest and maps of this climate zone. We will learn about
weather and climate, identifying rainforest locations around
the world and how their position relates to the equator and
the continents.
Geography Rainforest Knowledge Organiser

Science Living things and their
habitats

In Science we will be exploring living things and their
habitats, linking closely to the rainforest. We will explore the
environment and environmental issues to help us
understand the simple changes we can make to live more
sustainable lives.
Living things and their habitat Knowledge Organiser

Art Collage, sculpture and
drawing

In Art the children will create collages based on the work of
the artist Henri Rousseau. The children will also create bowls
in a sculpture unit.
Collage Knowledge Organiser

Computing Robot algorithms In this unit of Computing we will work on understanding of
instructions in sequences and the use of logical reasoning to
predict outcomes. We will use given commands in different
orders to investigate how the order affects the outcome,
learn about design in programming and design algorithms
and then test those algorithms as programs and debug them.

RE Prayer and Worship We will explore the different ways of giving thanks to God.
Learn about The Lord’s Prayer, The Easter Story and
Shabbat and Passover.

PSHE Keeping myself safe In PSHE we will be learning how to keep ourselves safe by
thinking of people who can help if something feels wrong and
identifying a safe person to tell if ‘not OK’ about something.

Music Animals
Number

In Music we will be listening to a steady beat and responding
in movement, identifying and responding to changes in pitch,
upwards and downwards. Reading pitch line notation, playing
pitch lines on tuned percussion and combining pitch change
with changes in other elements/dimensions.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rCHwdLWn5G5K0K2XhY3xpQq7CUQTI5ht/edit
https://content.twinkl.co.uk/resource/d7/9d/t-sc-2549583-science-knowledge-organiser-living-things-and-their-habitats-year-2_ver_4.pdf?__token__=exp=1671402404~acl=%2Fresource%2Fd7%2F9d%2Ft-sc-2549583-science-knowledge-organiser-living-things-and-their-habitats-year-2_ver_4.pdf%2A~hmac=b831ca60e91f280ac43860614f8254d987d1b2d9ae93ce959ff57a10e64d73ab
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1A8XcWlxm2I_7LfgYohGqkzdnzNL73GTb_P4KqNR_Muc/edit?usp=sharing


PE Jungle Dance

Ball skills

In Jungle Dance we will be exploring movement and control
through moving in time to the music, performing in time to the
music and with control, moving in different directions,
co-operating with our partner and team, and remembering
our dance and performing with control.

In our Ball Skills unit we will focus on stopping a ball with
control using our feet, passing a ball with our feet, dribbling
and rolling a ball and underarm throws.

French Numbers to 10
Colours
Valentines

In French we will learn the numbers to 10 in French,
consolidate our learning of the colours and listen to a French
story about Valentines focusing on key vocabulary.

Maths Statistics
Formal + and -

Problem solving + & -
Time- quarters

Statistics – Totalling and Comparing amounts in Block
Graphs, Pictograms, Tables and Tally Charts

Written Addition Method - Commutativity in addition but not
in subtraction

Written Subtraction Method  - Problem Solving with
addition and subtraction in a Range of Contexts

Time – Telling the Time: O’clock, Half Past, Quarter Past
and Quarter To

Time – Estimating, ordering and comparing time

Maths Statistics Knowledge Organiser

Maths Time- O'Clock, Half past, Quarter Past and Quarter To
Knowledge Organiser

Maths Addition and Subtraction Knowledge Organiser

English Creation story: Description-
How the elephant got his
trunk

Calligrams

List poems

We will be exploring the story of How the elephant got his
trunk through the Talk for Writing process. We will be writing
our own story, exploring vocabulary, looking closely at the
elements of a creation story through our toolkit and coming
up with examples, writing questions, learning and
internalising the text, exploring inference and much more!

We will be working on recognising the features of calligrams,
generating ideas for our own calligrams, using descriptive
language through use of adjectives, expanded noun phrases
and verbs, and writing a shape poem.

In our English learning on list poems we will explore the use
of adjectives to create a list poem, using our spelling rules
within our poems (adding ‘ing’ to the root words) and finally
performing our final poetry to each other.

RWI Letter formation rhymes
In Year 2 we continue to learn the formation for joined cursive
handwriting. We use the RWI rhymes to help children to
remember which direction they need to form the letters in.

Key dates Maths Workshop- Tuesday 17th January 2023 at 8:45am in the KS2 hall.
The Living Rainforest school trip- Wednesday 29th March 2023.

https://content.twinkl.co.uk/resource/05/71/t-m-30593-year-2-statistics-maths-knowledge-organiser_ver_9.pdf?__token__=exp=1671387993~acl=%2Fresource%2F05%2F71%2Ft-m-30593-year-2-statistics-maths-knowledge-organiser_ver_9.pdf%2A~hmac=762830643ad99b7e6d1f4ed7a38a433405f817d15b0f9001134b80ac68a8bc8b
https://content.twinkl.co.uk/resource/d9/b3/t-n-2546866-year-2-maths-time-knowledge-organiser-english_ver_4.pdf?__token__=exp=1671388066~acl=%2Fresource%2Fd9%2Fb3%2Ft-n-2546866-year-2-maths-time-knowledge-organiser-english_ver_4.pdf%2A~hmac=adc698e64cdb64867b0200cb1e10f0179090efced3a2cfeb0528fb92b77f0e67
https://content.twinkl.co.uk/resource/d9/b3/t-n-2546866-year-2-maths-time-knowledge-organiser-english_ver_4.pdf?__token__=exp=1671388066~acl=%2Fresource%2Fd9%2Fb3%2Ft-n-2546866-year-2-maths-time-knowledge-organiser-english_ver_4.pdf%2A~hmac=adc698e64cdb64867b0200cb1e10f0179090efced3a2cfeb0528fb92b77f0e67
https://content.twinkl.co.uk/resource/8b/9f/t-m-3746-year-2-addition-and-subtraction-maths-knowledge-organiser_ver_7.pdf?__token__=exp=1671388363~acl=%2Fresource%2F8b%2F9f%2Ft-m-3746-year-2-addition-and-subtraction-maths-knowledge-organiser_ver_7.pdf%2A~hmac=16ae584e92c0325ce93d65d689f56c081eba4bfa29cf7975fb1cc2b0606a3728
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H-MEETGP4qhOhsnneyKdjQMZHlcgn6LA/view?usp=sharing


PE and Sports:
Our PE and sports days are on Tuesday and Thursday. Please make sure you have a kit in school

which is suitable for outdoor and indoor sport. Please ensure all items are named.

Reading Records:
We will be reading with children as much as possible in school. This means that we ask that they bring in
their reading books and reading records daily. We will be changing reading books on a Monday and a

Thursday.

Reminder:
Please make sure that children bring in their black indoor shoes, their outdoor shoes and a named water

bottle every day.
Please ensure clothes are labelled.

Home Learning
Home learning will be posted on our google classroom each week. For those without access we will

arrange for a paper copy to be sent home.

Key Stage One (Years 1 and 2)  - Home Learning Timetable

Task set Due in Expectations

Reading Reading Records will be checked at least
weekly by the class teacher or teaching
assistant.

To read or share a text at least 5x a
week.

Short Writing Task Tasks are set weekly
and sent out on a
Wednesday.

To be returned to
school by the Monday
of the following week.

KS1 to hand write in their ‘writing
books’ in order to develop their letter
formation and handwriting style.

Please also choose 3-5 words from the
high-frequency word list to learn and
practice at home.
.

Maths Tasks are set weekly
and sent out on a
Wednesday.

To be completed by
the Monday of the
following week.

Submit work through the MyMaths
platform.
https://www.mymaths.co.uk/

Knowledge
Organisers

To be sent out at the beginning of the half term.
Knowledge Organisers will cover a range of
subjects being taught e.g. Science, RE,
Geography.

Learn the information on the
Knowledge Organiser. Quiz and test
each other at home to retrieve key
information from memory.

https://www.mymaths.co.uk/

